
John Hartley’s Election Address
for the election to General Synod 2015-2020, in West Yorkshire and the Dales.

Dear Colleague,

 I offer myself as your servant on

General Synod 2015-2020 for two

reasons.

 First, I hope I'll represent you.

Of course no-one ever represents

anyone else completely - we're all

different, but in this letter I've tried to

set out who I am and what I think as

clearly as possible so that you can

assess me (What am I like?).  If you

elect me, I promise I’ll consult you

about how I should vote when it isn't

obvious to me (overleaf column 3).

 But second, a legislative body like

General Synod needs people on it

with a particular skill of being able

to read and grasp documents, see

what they're about and what their

strengths and weaknesses are, and

then speak on them in a lively and

thought-provoking way to make sure

that the parts of the proposals that

won't work well are amended so the

eventual product works as well as

possible.  Not everyone has that kind

of mind - I do (overleaf column 1).

I think I can be of real service to

the Church of England on General

Synod. When I was defeated in the

2010 elections (overleaf column 2) in

Bradford, my defeat was mentioned

on the front page of the Church Times

- because the correspondent had

noticed the value of my contributions

over the previous 6 years.  Machines

like General Synod need grit in their

wheels - people to make other people

sit up and think, so we can be sure we

get the right results.

 So I ask for your vote. Please

vote!  Please use all your preferences,

and please help me to get your views

across to inform Synod’s decisions.

Yours in our Lord Jesus Christ,

John Hartley

What am I like?

 As a Christian: I’ve been a lifelong churchgoer, but not a

lifelong believer.  At school I believed in God the creator but not

in God the intervener or the visitor, and Jesus the exemplar but

not Son of God. "Our headmaster who art in heaven ..." I

suppose? Keen on maths, I wanted proofs, not wish-fulfilment.

 At college I met Christian Union types who helped me look

afresh at Jesus.  They introduced me to the bible and its main

message: that Jesus came for sinners like me, that his death

brought my life, that I could have a personal relationship with

him. I was deeply humiliated at the "rescue, not good works"

gospel, but I couldn't dodge it.  A couple of years later I began

to wonder about teaching people about Jesus instead of maths ...

 I'm first a Christian - I believe in Jesus and I try to follow him

in beliefs and conduct.  Second I'm an evangelical Christian - I

think that of the various ways (bible, tradition, reason ...) we can

know about God, the bible is the most important.  And third I'm

an Anglican evangelical Christian - I believe the Church of

England is founded on biblical principles and is the obvious

place for those who follow Jesus in England to be.

 The lighter side: I keep up with maths; play the piano and

trombone, sing, write hymns (words and music) and  sing them

to Mothers Union groups around the diocese; take narrowboat

holidays; keep bees; pick fruit and make jam and marmalade;

walk round reservoirs; read the New Scientist; and I’m trying to

learn the pedals on a church organ.

 With two boys with learning disabilities I take an interest in

accessibility issues and church services with provision for all.
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What’s Synod about?

 Although it does pass well-

meaning resolutions about Gov-

ernment Policies (which are

mostly ignored), Synod’s main

work is to facilitate our mission:

to spread the good news of Jesus

in our land by word and action.

Synod tries to organize the

Church so it can do its job.

So a Synod member needs:

S -  Spirituality: a relationship

with God through Jesus that

leads to insights into what

God wants done in his world;

R - Reading the papers, setting

aside time for it and doing it

thoroughly, Research on

what lies behind them, and

Representing what others in

the diocese think;

Q -  Questions to draw out what

is going on and elucidate the

issues; and

P -  Persuasion by standing up,

speaking out, and shutting

up, so as to help others think.

Like the Roman Empire: SPQR!

What did I ever achieve?

A lot of my achievements were

in very small-sounding areas.  I

tried to get the Clergy Terms of

Service Measure & Regulations

to set out a proper framework for

linking ministerial reviews and

in-service training, and managed

some small successes.  Part of the

“Pillar Lectionary” for Cathe-

drals is my work in providing

suitable OT readings for some of

the days.  I tried to make sure the

new Marriage Measure wouldn’t

simply mean more weddings for

pretty churches, and that Funeral

Fee rises would be reasonable.  I

tried to remove obstacles to shar-

ing Holy Communion with

Methodists by allowing us to be

more flexible about details of the

common cup and alcoholic wine.

In fact, I could go on all day ...

Communication

 Bradford Diocese used to

have an e-mail discussion group,

“off-the-record”, which reached

as many clergy as wanted to be

on it.  Anyone could post and all

could be read the messages.  So

when General Synod documents

came out, I made a habit of

writing summaries of the issues

and  posting them up, to prompt

us to discuss them and help us

work out what we thought.  I

found writing it down helped me

clarify my thoughts, and there

were quite a few occasions when

people fed back views I needed

to hear and points I had not con-

sidered.

 I think the clergy appreciated

that a lot.  At the 2010 hustings

several candidates acknowledged

the value of it - it's a great sad-

ness to me that after my defeat,

the chats died out (and the list has

also died since then).

 In West Yorkshire and the

Dales we haven't got that kind of

discussion group yet - but if I get

elected, I'll make we have one

(even if I have to start it myself),

and I'll post up summaries of

what is going on.  For I believe

that when we elect our represent-

atives, that should be only the

start: what matters is that they

should be equipped to stand up

and speak on our behalf.

Why was I defeated in 2010?

 It's hard to know for sure, but

I suspect two factors.

 First, most clergy wanted

women bishops and thought the

first round of proposals was the

only way to get them.  I wanted

women bishops, but I didn't want

those opposed to women bishops

to feel they had to leave the

Church of England.  I wanted the

proposals amended, I thought

there was every chance that they

could be, and I said so in my

election address. This proved

unpopular!

 In fact, as we all know, the

first round of proposals went

down, and a new way of having

women bishops was found - one

that made sure the opponents

were still welcome in the Church

of England.  That's what I had

wanted all along.

 The other factor was plain and

simple proportions. In 2010 there

were three seats in Bradford and

eight candidates, and STV makes

it hard for two candidates from

the same “party” to be elected

(that's one reason I support STV).

Bradford elected a spread of

candidates, and Paul Ayers was

the obvious evangelical to elect.

(And in fact Paul is a long-

standing and well-respected

member of General Synod, and I

commend him to you!)

Curriculum Vitae: Born in Bacup, Lancashire in 1956, so now aged

58.  School, then maths at university and Ph.D. in mathematical logic at

Leeds.  Trained Cranmer Hall (St John) in Durham.  Curacies in

Osterley (West London) 1985-88 and Bexleyheath (Rochester) 1988-

91.  Faith-in-the-City Officer and Priest-in-Charge of Hanford (Stoke-

on-Trent) 1991-2000.  Vicar of Eccleshill since then.  I teach New

Testament and other subjects to trainee Readers in Bradford.

Please Vote! Single Transferable Voting can take a bit of getting your

head around.  You get one vote.  Your vote only transfers from your first

preference if s/he is elected or defeated, and your lower preferences

can’t influence what happens to your higher ones.  If we all vote and

expresses preferences right down the list of candidates, then with ten

seats STV will ensure that at least ten elevenths of us will get a

candidate who stands for something we want.


